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1 Introduction
As a mountainous country, South Korea suffers from forest fires every year. On
average there are over 500 forest fires burning more than 3,700 ha each year in South
Korea (KFS 2018). The fire season is concentrated in the late winter through spring
months (February through May), often resulting in multiple fire outbreaks in a single
day (KFS 2018). Between 2014 and 2018, 62 percent of forest fires were multiple fires
burning simultaneously in more than two different locations across the country (KFS
2018). As an extreme case, a total of 31 forest fires occurred throughout the country on
the same day of March 22, 2015 (KFS 2018). The fire history data between 2014 and
2018 show that the larger number of multiple forest fires burn simultaneously, the
larger damage area is caused by each fire (Figure 1). These multiple fires make it
difficult to develop effective resource dispatch decisions for initial attack as they
compete for limited suppression resources, such as helicopters.

Figure 1. Percentage of single and multiple forest fires and their average damage size
based on the number of forest fires per day in South Korea during 2014-2018 (KFS
2018).
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When a forest fire occurs in South Korea, the main attack resource is the helicopter.
Fire engines are normally dispatched to residential areas to protect people and
properties from the risk of fire spread. South Korea is a small country with a size of
100,363 square kilometers, so helicopters can arrive at any corner of the country within
35 minutes from the nearest aviation station. The country has a total of 46 helicopters
that can be devoted to forest fire suppression. They are strategically distributed among
12 aviation stations across the country (KFS 2018).
According to the Korea Forest Service (KFS) firefighting standards (KFS 2018),
helicopters should arrive at the fire scene and perform the first drop of water within 50
minutes after the initial fire report, which is called "Golden Period” (Figure 2). In order
to meet the Golden Period, the KFS Fire Control Center must issue an order of
helicopter dispatch within 15 minutes after the initial fire report. Dispatch decisions
(i.e., type, origin, and number of helicopters) are currently made by the KFS incident
commander team at the Fire Control Center based on their past experiences and expert
judgement. Decision-making is normally assisted by the information provided on fire
behavior potential, values at risk, the availability of suppression resources, and many
other considerations (Martell 2015). Once a dispatch order is made, the helicopters
must leave the station, and arrive at the fire scene with water tank loaded and begin to
suppress within 35 minutes (Forest Aviation Headquarters 2013). It includes the time
to go to the water source and fill up the helicopter’s water tank.
Helicopters are normally dispatched to fires occurring in their jurisdiction areas
(e.g., province, district), but in case of a large fire, helicopters may be dispatched
regardless of the jurisdiction area. It has been a challenging task to make objective and
2

justifiable dispatch decisions in the event of multiple forest fires occurring around
jurisdictional boundaries or in need of ‘borrowing’ helicopters from other neighboring
jurisdictions (Byungdoo Lee, personal communication, November 15, 2018).

Figure 2 Typical procedures for helicopter dispatch and operations in South Korea
(KFS 2018).

Rapid response in initial attack is important for effective containment of forest fires
(Parks 1964) and therefore has been a strategic priority for forest fire suppression (Lee
et al 2013). For effective firefighting, there have been several studies conducted in an
attempt to address the optimal allocation of forest fire attack resources at various scales
3

and decision levels. Martell (2015) has classified resource allocation decisions into
three categories: Strategic, tactical, operational decision-making.
Strategic decision-making involves the allocation of key resources across the entire
nation or province prior to forest fire season for long-term goals (Martell 2015). At the
national level, many models of strategic forest fire planning have been developed and
used. For example, the LEOPARDS system developed in Ontario, Canada (McAlpine
and Hirsch 1999) provides a tool to evaluate different fire management policies,
budgets, and suppression resources in terms of the costs and suppression outcomes
(Mavsar et al 2013). Martell et al. (1984) developed a simulation model to analyze fires
and the use of suppression resources for strategic airtanker management planning. The
SINAMI model developed in Spain (Mavsar et al 2013), incorporates fire suppression
costs and net value changes due to fire damage into the development of suppression
policy and budget. These strategic-level forest fire planning tools have been used to
develop future fire plans and firefighting strategies based on past data on forest fires,
suppression activities, budget, and suppression outcomes.
Tactical decision-making involves resource allocation and relocation within a
smaller planning area for a relatively short period of time (Martell 2015). This includes
deployment of forest fire attack resources or sharing of forest fire crews on a daily or
weekly basis during the fire season. Islam et al. (2009) developed a daily air tanker
simulation model to help fire managers dispatch air tankers at a minimum initial attack
response time. The study analyzed the impacts of initial attack range, fire arrival rate
and time on the performance of air tanker systems and used them for resource planning.
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Chow and Regan (2011) proposed a location and relocation model for air tanker
initial attack in California. They built a statistical model for daily change in fire weather
and used the model to decide how to most effectively re-allocate air tankers during the
fire season. Others used mathematical solution approaches to decide daily dispatch of
initial attack resources. Haight and Fried (2007) developed a stochastic integer
programming (SIP) model to determine the dispatch of initial attack resources while
maximizing the number of fires that would subsequently receive a “standard response”
under initial attack. Standard response was defined as the pre-specified number of
initial attack resources that can arrive at the fire within a given response time (Haight
and Fried 2007). They incorporated budget constraints and the uncertainty of fires into
their model as influencing factors for initial attack success. Lee et al. (2013) further
expanded the optimization model of Haight and Fried (2007) and combined scenariobased, standard-response optimization with stochastic simulation of initial attack to
improve dispatch of ﬁre attack resources under given budget and station capacities.
However, both Haight and Fried (2007) and Lee et al. (2013) mainly focused on tactical
deployment of fire attack resources prior to actual fires based on the probability of fire
occurrence and spread. They also assumed that all fires would be contained upon
receiving a standard response.
While the strategic and tactical decision tools may provide effective allocation of
forest fire attack resources for future fires, the unpredictable nature of fire occurrence
and spread makes it equally or even important to make effective operational decisions
at the time of fires. Relatively small countries in particular, such as South Korea, realtime resource dispatch becomes important as fire suppression resources, such as
5

helicopters, have been already deployed across the nation and they can reach any corner
of the country within 35 minutes. However, only a few studies have been conducted so
far at the operational level decision-making for immediate suppression resource
dispatch at the time of fire occurrence.
Operational decision-making should take into account many factors, including the
potential behavior of fire, risks, and resource availability (Martell 2015). These
decisions are difficult due to short decision-making time, the uncertainty of forest fire
behavior, and limited fire attack resources (Hu and Ntaimo 2009). Donovan and
Rideout (2003) developed an optimization model to solve the initial attack resources
dispatch problem as a deterministic integer linear programming (ILP) problem. Their
model minimizes costs and damage due to a single fire (i.e., Cost Plus Net Value
Change) to determine dispatch of fire-fighting resources. Hu and Ntaimo (2009) later
extended Donovan and Rideout (2003)’s model with a two-stage Stochastic Integer
Programming (SIP) approach that integrated forest fire spread simulation, firefighting
resource optimization and forest fire suppression simulation under uncertainty. The
first stage determines what resources should be dispatched to the fire of interest. The
second stage is for comparison among the results from different firefighting tactics.
However, these studies have limitations in that they were designed only for a single
fire, and did not account for escaped fire. Rideout et al. (2011) extended Donovan and
Rideout (2003)’s single fire deterministic ILP model to deal with multiple fires and
simultaneous fires. They developed another ILP model to determine dispatch of the
initial attack resources that minimizes expected loss due to fire for a given budget. They
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also analyzed three alternative approaches to include a proxy for costs of fires that
escape initial attack.
This study aims to build upon the previous work by Donovan and Rideout (2003)
and Rideout et al. (2011) to develop and incorporate a discrete optimization model into
an operational-level decision-making framework for real-time dispatch of helicopter
during any stages of fire suppression (e.g., initial attack, extended attack or mixed).
Especially designed for multiple, simultaneous fires, our decision framework integrates
1) real-time weather and fire data, 2) real-time fire spread modeling, 3) fire resource
efficacy, 4) currently available resources, 5) site-specific priorities, 6) resource dispatch
rules and constraints, and 7) discrete optimization. An integer linear programming (ILP)
technique was used to solve helicopter dispatch problems with the objective function
of minimizing both burn perimeters as a proxy of fire damage and helicopter operating
costs.
Fire suppression planning and resources allocation are critical both in initial attack
and during extended suppression to minimize fire damages, yet decision-making on
resource allocation has been solely relying on personal experiences in many countries.
The modern technology of remote sensing, fire spread prediction and optimization can
be used to support human decision-making by providing timely and relevant
information through real-time data collection and analysis. The decision framework
along with the optimization model developed in this study is intended to supplement or
assist human decisions for more effective, and efficient fire suppression efforts.
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2 Materials and methods
2.1 Conceptual decision framework
We developed a conceptual decision framework for real-time helicopter dispatch
solutions during multiple, simultaneous fire occurrence (Figure 3). The purpose of this
framework is to lay out a structured process of helicopter dispatch decision-making that
includes information gathering, prioritization, problem formulation, solution
generation, and outcome assessment and reporting. The framework incorporates an
iterative process that generates diverse solutions across a range of prioritization
scenarios in order to provide insights about decision space and the sensitivity of model
outcomes to prioritization.
The process depicted in the framework is designed to be run by the Korea Forest
Service Forest Fire Control Center in real-time for daily early morning helicopter
dispatch decisions for new and ongoing fires (i.e., initial and extended attacks) or
whenever the current decisions need to be re-evaluated or new decisions need to be
made as fire situations change throughout the day (e.g., new fire occurrence or
suppression completion). The decision framework is intended to provide quick,
repeatable, and performance-based approach to assist real-time decision-making on
dispatch of fire suppression resources.
The framework consists of four components: (1) information gathering and data
preparation, (2) objective and fire prioritization, (3) problem formulation and solution,
and (4) outcome assessment and reporting. Each of the framework component is
described below in detail.
8

Figure 3. A graphic representation of the conceptual decision framework developed in
this study. Each component consists of multiple tasks to be performed by the Korea
Forest Service Forest Fire Control Center using real-time data and multiple analysis
tools.

2.1.1 Information gathering and data preparation
2.1.1.1 Weather data
Meteorological factors significantly affect fire behavior. Temperature, relative
humidity, and precipitation affect fuel moisture content, and wind speed and direction
directly influence fire spread and behavior (Lee and Chung 2005). We gather the
following real-time weather data for the fire simulation used in this study: wind
direction, wind speed, precipitation, relative humidity, and temperature. Real-time
weather data are obtained from the Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA)'s
Automatic Weather System (AWS). In South Korea, there are a total of 464 automatic
weather systems across the country that collect real-time weather information (KMA
2019) that is accessible through the web interface (https://www.weather.go.kr).

9

2.1.1.2 Geospatial data and fire simulation
Nationwide geospatial dataset is available in South Korea including terrain,
vegetation (e.g., forest stand types), surface fuels, roads, infrastructures and
administrative boundaries. For firefighting purposes, spatial data are also available for
water sources, aviation stations and real-time locations of suppression resources, such
as helicopters (Lee el al. 2002).
The Korean government has been implementing fire simulation models to predict
fire spread since 2000 (Lee et al. 2002). This simulation system, called the ‘Korea
Forest Service Forest Fire Spread Prediction System’ (Lee et al. 2002), is currently
being used to map out forest fire suppression plans. The simulation uses real-time
weather data and geospatial data for model input parameters (Lee et al. 2002). Required
weather data include wind direction and speed, precipitation, effective humidity, and
temperature. Various geospatial data are also required for the system, such as contours,
elevation, gradient, azimuth and forest types. Required fire simulation parameters
include fire occurrence locations as points or polygons, fire simulation time period, and
time interval for reporting.
Using these input data, the simulation of forest fires, such as surface fire, crown
fire, and spotting fire, is performed and the fire spread rate and intensity are predicted
at the fire line. The simulation results include spread rate, path, flame length and fire
intensity. In this study, forest fire perimeter growth rates are used as an input data to
predict damage areas over time due to forest fires (Figure.4). We use a 6-hour fire
duration at a 10-minute interval for fire simulation.
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Figure 4. Example of forest fire spread simulation outputs.

2.1.1.3 Helicopters data
The current location of each helicopter is important in dispatch decision-making.
The helicopter locations are gathered and updated real-time by the Korea Forest Service
Forest Fire Control Center. Helicopters normally return to their designated aviation
stations at night after day-time firefighting, but occasionally they may stay in a different
station if necessary. The current availability and operability status of each helicopter is
also updated in real-time.
Helicopter performance data is also critical in decision-making. The data includes
information on each helicopter’s unload and load speed, water capacity, water supply
time, fire suppression range, and operating costs. The helicopter performance does not
normally change over time, and thus is stored in a database for easy access for use in
analysis. Below are the helicopter performance measures used in this study.

▪

Unload speed: Average travel speed of helicopter without water load

▪

Load speed: Average travel speed of helicopter while fully loaded with water

▪

Water capacity: Amount of water when fully loaded
11

▪

Water supply time: The time taken for the helicopter to fill its water tank at a
water source (e.g., lake, river)

▪

Suppression range: Effective range of distance the helicopter drops water
during firefighting in the following conditions: Flight speed of 100 km/h, wind
speed of 3 – 5 knots, and mountainous areas.

▪

Operating costs: Costs of operating each helicopter including pilot, fuels,
maintenance and repair, and other operating costs. Fixed costs (i.e., owning
costs, administration costs, etc.) are not considered in this study because the
helicopters are owned by the government and they occur no matter how much
the helicopter are actually used.

The suppression range of each helicopter may vary with flight altitude, wind speed
and direction, etc. (Bae et al. 2013). Bae et al (2013) conducted field experiments on
helicopter water drop at various speed, terrain and altitude of helicopter, and the study
results (i.e., the average effective suppression range in distance) are used in our study.

2.1.1.4 Water sources data
The KFS designated 3,663 water sources nationwide in 2018 for the use of aerial
firefighting. The entire database is maintained and updated annually by the KFS. The
water body database contains details of the location, coordinates, size, amount of water
stored, the minimum, maximum and average water depth, and safety considerations for
each water source. We use this database to build distance matrices among water sources,
helicopter locations (aviation stations) and fire locations.
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2.1.2 Objective and fire prioritization
It is important to ensure both the efficiency and effectiveness of fire suppression
especially when attacking multiple, simultaneous fires using limited resources. In order
to take into account both cost-efficiency and performance of fire suppression, we
minimize both the total operating costs of helicopters and total estimated burn
perimeters from multiple fires. A burn perimeter is used as a proxy of fire damage or
expected loss due to the fire. The larger burn perimeter indicates the larger burn area
and damage from the fire. Because the two objectives are measured in different units
(i.e., USD vs. meters), a weighted sum is computed and used to minimize both
objectives. Various relative weights for the two objectives can be determined from the
fire agency’s preference or for the purpose of developing and analyzing multiple
suppression scenario options.
In addition, the significance of fire damages may be different depending on the
location of fires, therefore each fire may have different fire suppression priorities. For
example, forest fires occurring near residential areas with high probability of causing
significant damage or loss of lives and properties may be prioritized for suppression
effort. Ryu et al (2015) developed a forest fire vulnerability index based on past fire
occurrence data, forest type, population density, land use, protection areas, and other
considerations. Using the index system, the KFS developed a forest fire vulnerability
map for the entire country in 2018 (NIFoS 2018). The vulnerability map classifies each
land parcel into four classes: A, B, C and D with A being the highest vulnerability class.
In our study the vulnerability map is used to prioritize each fire when multiple fires
occur simultaneously (Figure 5). The vulnerability map classifies each land parcel into
13

four classes: A, B, C and D with A being the highest vulnerability class Each class
proportion is then combined with pre-determined relative importance between classes
to set the weight (i.e., priority) for each fire.

Figure 5. Map overlaying between KFS’ fire vulnerability map and fire spread
simulation results to prioritize forest fires. The more areas of high vulnerability class
are included, the higher priority the fire will be given.
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2.1.3 Problem formulation and solution

We developed an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model to optimize helicopter
dispatch decisions for efficient and effective suppression of multiple, simultaneous
fires. The model minimizes the weighted sum of helicopter operating costs and
expected burn perimeters. The model incorporates real-time data on weather, helicopter,
water source, and fire simulation results that are described in the above sections. The
ILP model is described in detail below.

Indices
f, F

Index of fire

h, H

Index of helicopter

t, T

Index of time period

Parameters
Ch

Operating costs of the hth helicopter per each 10-min time period
(USD/10 min)

Chf

Round trip costs of the hth helicopter for its initial trip from the aviation
station to the water source for the fth fire and return trip from the fire to
the aviation station (USD)

PERft

Burn perimeter growth rate of the fth fire during the tth time period
(m/10 min)

PRhf

Line production rate of the hth helicopter for the fth fire during a 10-min
time period (m/10 min)

thf

Number of initial time periods required for the hth helicopter from take-off
to the first drop of water at the fth fire site
15

Wq

Relative weight between two objectives Qc and Qb

Wf

Weight for individual fires

Decision variables
Dhft

Binary variable: 1 if the hth helicopter is used for suppression of the
fth fire during the tth time period, 0 otherwise

Helihf

Binary variable: 1 if the hth helicopter is dispatched to the fth fire,
0 otherwise

Nft

Binary variable: 1 if the fth fire is not contained in the tth time period,
0 otherwise

Integer linear programming model
[1]

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒: (1 − 𝑊𝑞 ) ∗ 𝑄𝑐 + 𝑊𝑞 ∗ 𝑄𝑏

Subject to the following constraints:

[2]

𝑄𝑐 = ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐶ℎ ∗ 𝐷ℎ𝑓𝑡 + ∑ ∑ 𝐶ℎ𝑓 ∗ 𝐻𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑓
ℎ∈𝐻 𝑓∈𝐹 𝑡∈𝑇

[3]

ℎ∈𝐻 𝑓∈𝐹

𝑄𝑏 = ∑ ∑ 𝑊𝑓 ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑓𝑡 ∗ 𝑁𝑓𝑡
𝑓∈𝐹 𝑡∈𝑇

[4]

∑ 𝐷ℎ𝑓𝑡 ≤ 𝑀 ∗ 𝐻𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑓 for all ℎ ∈ 𝐻 and 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹
𝑡∈𝑇

[5]

∑ 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑓𝑡 ∗ 𝑁𝑓 𝑡 − 1 − ∑ ∑ 𝑃𝑅ℎ𝑓 ∗ 𝐷ℎ𝑓𝑡 ≤ 𝑀 ∗ 𝑁𝑓𝑡 for all f ∈ 𝐹
(
)
𝑡∈𝑇

[6]

ℎ∈𝐻 𝑡∈𝑇

∑ 𝐻𝑒𝑙𝑖ℎ𝑓 ≤ 1 for all ℎ ∈ 𝐻
𝑓∈𝐹
𝑡ℎ𝑓

[7]

∑ 𝐷ℎ𝑓𝑡 = 0 for all ℎ ∈ 𝐻 and 𝑓 ∈ 𝐹
𝑡=0
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The parameter value Chf is obtained by multiplying helicopter cost Ch per unit time
by the round trip flight time of the helicopter traveling from the aviation station to the
water source at the beginning of suppression, and returning from the fire site back to
the aviation station at the end of suppression. PRhf for each helicopter is calculated by
suppression range of the helicopter and the number of turns the helicopter makes
between the fire site and water source in a 10-minute time period. The number of turns
is calculated using 1) the distance between fire site and water source, 2) load and unload
flight speeds, and 3) water supply time of each helicopter. The parameter value of thf is
the number of 10-minute round-up time periods that include 15-minute dispatch
preparation time, flight time to water source, water supply time and flight time to the
fire site.
The objective function, equation [1], minimizes the weighted sum of helicopter
operating costs and the total burn perimeters. The weight, Wq, is used to change the
magnitude of the contribution of two objectives to the objective function. The total
operating costs, equation [2], are estimated by the amount of each helicopter’s
operation time after dispatch. This includes time spent on suppression, traveling
between the aviation station and water source, and traveling between the fire scene and
aviation station after suppression. The total burn perimeters, equation [3], are computed
by the multiplying the weights for individual fires, Wf, by the final burn perimeter of
individual fires. The final burn perimeter is calculated as the sum of fire perimeter
growth rates, PERft, from time period 0 to the time period when the fire is contained.
Equation [4] ensures that if the hth helicopter is used at the fth forest fire, binary
variable Helihf has the value of 1. M is an arbitrary extremely large number in the
17

equation [4]. If the sum of fire perimeter growth rates is greater than the sum of the
helicopter's line production rates, the fire is assumed to be uncontained, which forces
Nft to be 1 in equation [5]. This equation also ensures once the fire is contained, the
value of Nft for the future time periods will be 0 by using the value of the previous
period Nft. Equation [6] ensures that helicopters can be dispatched to only one fire at a
time. The amount of time period, thf, includes the time consumed by the hth helicopter
from take-off preparation to the first arrival at the fire site. Therefore, equation [7]
ensures that the binary variable Dhft has a value of 0 during the initial preparation time
period, thf. We used the ‘R studio (Version 1.2.5033)’ software and Gurobi 8 solver
(https://www.gurobi.com/) to encode the above ILP model. We ran the optimization
model on a computer with an Intel 3.40 GHz processor and 16 GB memory.

2.1.4 Outcome assessment and reporting
The optimization model provides helicopter dispatch solutions for the given
objective function and set of constraints. Because the effects of the solution are
quantified as the weighted amount in the optimization model, the solution needs to be
interpreted and evaluated before reported to the decision-maker. Solution reports
should include but not limited to the information listed below. Tables, maps, and
illustrations can be used to effectively describe the results for quick and easy
understanding.
•

Helicopter dispatch solution as combinations of helicopter, water source
and, fire

•

Estimated suppression costs per helicopter and per fire
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•

Total suppression time required for each fire

•

Fire containment status (i.e., contained or uncontained) after a given time
period of suppression

•

Estimated burn perimeter per fire

Suppression costs are estimated based on the entire time of each helicopter use
starting from dispatch preparation and ending when the helicopter returns the aviation
station after finishing fire suppression. Suppression time is estimated as 10-minute
round-up time that includes dispatch preparation (15 minutes), round-trip travel, and
water supply and drop until the helicopter returns to its aviation station.

2.2 Applications
2.2.1 South Korea
South Korea’s land area totals around 10 million hectares, of which 6.4 million
hectares are forestlands. There are 12 aviation stations across the country with a total
of 46 helicopters owned and managed by the KFS (Figure 6). The deployment of
helicopters at each station may vary depending on the needs of each district or the KFS,
as well as the maintenance and repair needs of each helicopter. In this study, we used
the 2018 helicopter deployment plan implemented prior to the fire season (Table in
Figure 6). Among 46 helicopters, we used 45 helicopters in our analysis because the
information of one helicopter (Bell 412) located in Wonju station was not available.
For water sources, we used all 3,663 water body locations across the nation designated
by the KFS (KFS 2018).
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Figure 6. Aviation stations and deployed helicopters (KFS 2018).

2.2.2 Helicopters data
The KFS operates 5 types of helicopters. The specification details of each helicopter
are shown in Table 1. Model S-64 is categorized as the extra-large-sized helicopter.
Model KA-32 is the large-sized helicopter, and Models Bell-206 and AS-350 are
medium-sized helicopters. The KFS owns 4 extra-large-sized, 30 large-sized, and 12
medium-sized helicopters including Bell-412. Each aviation station received between
1 and 6 helicopters in 2018 (Table 2). We built a flight distance matrix among aviation
stations, water source locations and study fires (Table 3), and used the matrix to
compute the following three optimization parameters for all possible pairs of helicopter
and fire: Chf, PRhf, thf.
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Table 1. Specification details and operating costs by helicopter type (KFS 2018).
Helicopter type
S-64

KA-32

Bell-206

AS-350

Number of helicopter

4

30

7

4

Unload speed (km/hr)

204

230

241

287

Load speed (km/hr)

178

148

161

148

Water load (L/turn)

8,000

3,000

600

800

Water supply time
(turn/sec)

45

60

120

60

Suppression range
per turn
{(length × width) /
turn}

150 × 9

45 × 18

20 × 9

27 × 9

1,746

1,034

249

249

Attribute

Operating costs
(USD / 10 min)
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Table 2. Helicopter deployment in each aviation station in 2018, and the location of
each aviation station by latitude and longitude coordinates.
Helicopter
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Type
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
AS-350
AS-350
S-64
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
AS-350
S-64
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
Bell
Bell
S-64
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
AS-350
S-64
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32
Bell
Bell
KA-32
KA-32
Bell
Bell
Bell
KA-32
KA-32
KA-32

Aviation Station

Location

Seoul

126.7936014

37.5528591

Wonju

127.9145982

37.4150062

Gangneung

128.9522732

37.7607462

Jincheon

127.4530405

36.7933717

Cheongyang

126.7874375

36.3833125

Andong

128.7282898

36.538593

Uljin

129.4529063

36.7852951

Iksan

127.1025855

35.954453

Hamyang

127.7975169

35.4832053

Yangsan

129.0935925

35.497214

Yeongam

126.7024195

34.8283368

Jeju

126.595761

33.430924
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Table 3. A flight distance matrix between aviation stations and simultaneous fires in
km. The last row shows the flight distance between each fire and the nearest water
source location.
(Unit: km)
Aviation Station

Fire 1

Fire 2

Fire 3

Fire 4

Fire 5

Seoul

134.38

235.34

260.96

103.03

112.73

Wonju

45.70

155.36

245.30

106.86

131.61

Gangneung

55.59

166.20

311.75

199.30

166.13

Jincheon

123.44

142.28

172.19

30.47

188.73

Cheongyang

196.20

189.25

137.33

44.44

237.35

Andong

129.88

35.39

187.92

140.42

250.46

Uljin

139.14

75.73

252.19

204.01

267.61

Iksan

217.92

164.49

83.25

78.17

281.09

Hamyang

245.78

130.86

46.88

142.26

335.67

Yangsan

249.23

84.96

157.15

215.67

367.42

Yeongam

345.09

252.92

75.41

206.13

408.04

Jeju

492.60

375.16

210.98

359.77

562.22

Nearest water source

8.36

5.13

5.11

7.42

3.95
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2.2.3 Study fires
We developed five hypothetical forest fire events to demonstrate the utility of the
decision framework developed in this study. We assumed the fires occurred
simultaneously in different locations throughout South Korea (Table 4). We chose five
fire events for demonstration because the majority of multiple, simultaneous fire event
(83%) in South Korea were less than five fires (KFS 2018).
The five forest fire events were simulated for a 360-minute burn period using the
Forest Fire Spread Prediction System (Lee 2006) with real time weather data at the
time the simulation was run, which represents typical fire season weather conditions in
South Korea (Table 5). Figure 7 shows the simulation results for each study fire.

Table 4. GIS information of each forest fires.
Fire
#

Location

Latitude/
Longitude

Altitude
(m)

Slope
(°)

Forest type,
Age

37.67185306
128.3248897

937

39

Hardwood,
50yr

394

18

Hardwood,
30yr

1

Heungjeong-ri, Bongpyeongmyeon, Pyeongchang-gun,
Gangwon-do

2

Cheoncheon-ri, Hyeonseomyeon, Cheongsong-gun,
Gyeongsangbuk-do

36.25361111
128.9117153

3

Chimgok-ri, Ogok-myeon,
Gokseong-gun, Jeollanam-do

35.23284222
127.3760394

176

27

Softwood,
30yr

4

Yucheon-ri, Jeonui-myeon,
Sejong-si

36.66243222
127.1493644

116

24

Hardwood,
30yr

5

Palhyeon-ri, Onam-eup,
Namyangju-si, Gyeonggi-do

38.4998975
127.2829408

251

35

Mixed
forest, 40yr
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Table 5. Weather data of each forest fire events.
Fire
#

Wind
direction

Precipitation
(mm)

Wind speed
(m/s)

Humidity Temperature
(%)
(°c)

1

SW

0

4.9

39

12.9

Clear

2

N

0

2.4

25

15.1

Clear

3

N

0

2.4

16

17.2

Clear

4

NNW

0

3.1

34

16.3

Clear

5

N

0

4.6

26

15.2

Clear

Sky

Figure 7. Study fire locations across South Korea and fire spread simulation results
showing changes in burn perimeter over a 360-minute burn period.
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2.2.4 Prioritization scenarios
2.2.4.1 Base-case scenario and validation of model solutions
We ran the ILP optimization model on the five study fire events to obtain the
optimal helicopter dispatch solution for minimum costs and burn perimeters. The
following weights were used in the ILP problem formulation as the base-case scenario.
•

Wq = 0.5

•

Wf = 1 for all f ∈ F

For model validation, we obtained manual dispatch solutions from the KFS on the
five study fires after sharing the fire information with them including fire locations,
weather conditions and fire spread simulation results. We compared our model
solutions with KFS’ manual solutions. We also received feedbacks on our model
solutions from the KFS.

2.2.4.2 Weight between cost and burn perimeter (Wq)
The objective function of the ILP model minimizes the weighted sum of helicopter
operating costs (Qc) and the total burn perimeters (Qb). The weight, Wq, is used to
change the magnitude of the contribution of two objectives to the objective function.
In order to examine the effects of objective prioritization on the optimal helicopter
dispatch solutions, we varied the weight, Wq, from 0 to 1 at a 0.1 interval and obtained
a series of the optimal solutions from the ILP optimization model. We included the
weights of 0 and 1 to show two extreme cases from no action to complete exhaustion
of resources.
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2.2.4.3 Weights on individual forest fires (Wf)
According to the Forest Protection Act (KFS 2018), high priority forest fires for
suppression include those that pose significant risks to human life, property, cultural
heritage, and military facilities. We used the Korea Forest Service’s fire vulnerability
map to evaluate fire risks and prioritize fire suppression based on the ‘vulnerability’ of
the potential burn areas.
We developed four weight scenarios to evaluate the effects of the weights (Wf) on
the optimal solution of helicopter dispatch. The first scenario is the same importance
across the four vulnerability classes. This scenario results in the same weight (Wf = 1)
for all study fires as the base-case scenario (Table 6). The other three scenarios assign
different levels of importance to each vulnerability class. The second scenario increases
the level of importance by 1, resulting in 4, 3, 2, and 1 for vulnerability classes A, B,
C, and D, respectively. The importance levels increase in scenarios 3 and 4 by a factor
of 3 and 5, respectively. These importance values are then multiplied by the proportion
of the area of each vulnerability class shown in Figure 8 to compute the weight (Wf) of
each fire (Table 6). As the results, the priority of fire suppression becomes Fire 3 > Fire
1 > Fire 2 > Fire 5 > Fire 4 in scenarios 2 through 4.

Table 6 Four scenarios with difference weights computed for each fire based on the
proportion of vulnerability classes and their relative importance.
Scen
ario

Importance

1

Computed weight on fires
W1

W2

W3

W4

W5

A: 1, B: 1, C:1, D:1

1

1

1

1

1

2

A: 4, B: 3, C: 2, D:1

2

1.70

2.62

1

1.64

3
4

A: 9, B: 6, C: 3, D:1
A: 15, B: 10, C: 5, D:1

3
5

2.40
3.79

4.87
8.11

1
1

2.27
3.55
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(a) Study Fire 1

(b) Study Fire 2

(b) Study Fire 3

(d) Study Fire 4

(e) Study Fire 5
Figure 8. Simulated burn areas and the proportion of each vulnerability class in each
of the five study fires.
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2.2.4.4 Effects of delayed helicopter dispatch

To analyze the effects of dispatch delay on suppression costs and resulting burn
perimeters, we developed the following two dispatch delay scenarios and ran the ILP
model to obtain the optimal dispatch solutions. We implemented the helicopter dispatch
delay in the model by increasing the value of parameter thf by 1. We compared the
suppression outcomes against the base-case scenario which did not include any delay.
•

10-minute dispatch delay

•

20-minute dispatch delay

3 Results
3.1 Base case scenario
The optimal helicopter dispatch decision generated by our ILP model shows that
five large-sized helicopters and one medium-sized helicopter should be dispatched to
Study Fire 1 from two aviation stations, Wonju and Gangneung (Figure 9). The
resulting burn perimeter is 227 meters and the helicopter operating costs are USD 7,715.
The total suppression time is estimated at 40 minutes including dispatch preparation
and initial trip to the fire scene.
For Study Fires 2 and 4, one extra-large-sized helicopter is dispatched to each fire
from the nearest aviation stations, Andong and Jincheon, respectively. The resulting
burn perimeters are 112 and 132 meters for Fires 2 and 4, respectively, and the total
suppression time is 40 minutes for both fires.
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For Study Fire 3, one extra-large-sized helicopter is dispatched from Iksan station,
and one medium-sized helicopter is dispatched from Hamyang station. The resulting
burn perimeter is 262 meters with the suppression costs of USD 3,475 and the total
suppression time of 50 minutes.
A total of three helicopters are dispatched to Study Fire 5 from Seoul station,
including one large-sized and two medium-sized helicopters. The resulting burn
perimeter, total operating costs and suppressions time are 529 meters, USD 4,949 and
70 minutes, respectively.
The optimal solution shows that helicopter dispatch decisions varied widely among
the fires. For example, Fire 1 received a total of 6 helicopters, while the other fires
received only 1 – 3 helicopters. This is because the initial spread of Fire 1 was faster
(226 m) than the other fires for the first 60 minutes (Figure 7). Also, unlike Fires 2, 3,
and 4, Fire 1 did not receive any extra-large-sized helicopter although one was available
at Wonju station. This is because the extra-large-sized helicopter has a slower unload
flight speed (204 km) than the large-sized helicopter (230 km). Compared to the largesized helicopter, it takes two more minutes for the extra-large-sized helicopter to travel
from Wonju station to the fire scene. This slightly larger flight time for the extra-largesized helicopter made it unable to suppress the fire in 40 minutes, but in 50 minutes
due to 10-minute round-up time considered in the model. The four large-sized
helicopters were able to arrive at the fire scene in time and suppress the fire in 40
minutes.
The results show that Study Fire 5 required the longest suppression time (70
minutes) compared to the other fires. This is because the flight distance between the
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fire and the nearest aviation station is the farthest among all other fires (Table 3). Of
the three helicopters dispatched, two medium-sized helicopters took 40 minutes and
one large-sized helicopter took 50 minutes to arrive at Fire 5.

Figure 9. The optimal helicopter dispatch solution obtained from the ILP optimization
model for the five Study Fires showing the suppression results in burn perimeters,
helicopter operating costs, and suppression time.

3.2 Comparisons between the optimization model solutions and manual solutions
We compared the optimization model solution of the base-case scenario with the
dispatch decisions manually developed by the Korea Forest Service Fire Control Center
(Figure 10). In both methods, all fires were assumed to have the same weight (Wf = 1).
The manual solution by the KFS was simulated through the optimization model to
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estimate its helicopter operating costs, burn perimeters and suppression times for each
study fire.
In Figure 10, each helicopter dispatch decision is depicted with an arrow from the
aviation station to fire with an indication of helicopter type and model. While the
optimization model solution dispatches a total of 13 helicopters (3 extra-large, 6 large,
and 4 medium-sized), the manual solution dispatches 12 helicopters (2 extra-large and
10 large-sized). The total operating costs are estimated at USD 20,684 for the model
solution, whereas they are USD 161,461 for the manual solution. Our simulation results
of the manual solution show that two fires are not contained after the given 6 hours of
the suppression time limit. The high costs of the manual solution are because they
include 6 hours of helicopter suppressions for the two uncontained fires.
For Fire 1, the model solution has a 60% reduction in burn perimeter and 33%
reduction in suppression time than the manual solution. Fire 2 has the same results on
the damage from the fire and the suppression time between the two solutions despite
the different types and number of helicopters used. Fires 3 and 4 are not suppressed in
the manual decision within the six-hour suppression time window. For Fire 5, the
optimization model solution has a 43% reduction in burn perimeter with a 22%
reduction in suppression time compared to the manual dispatch solution.
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(a) Manual solution

(b) Optimization model solution
Figure 10. Comparisons between the manual solution developed by the Korea Forest
Service Fire Control Center (a) and the optimization model solution (b) for five study
fires.
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Figures 11 through 15 present the dispatch decision details of the manual and model
solutions for each study fire. Fire 1 shows substantial differences between the two
solutions (Figure 11). While the model solution dispatches four medium-sized
helicopters from Wonju station and one large-sized and one medium-sized helicopters
from Gangneung station, the manual solution dispatches only two helicopters from
Wonju and one helicopter from Gangneung. Compared to the manual solution, the
model solution dispatches twice as many helicopters in order to suppress the fire as
soon as possible, resulting in 20 minutes less suppression time. Although twice as many
helicopters are used, the model solution results in USD 1,642 less total operating costs
than the manual solution because of the shorter suppression time.

Figure 11. Comparison of dispatch results between the manual and optimization model
solutions for Study Fire 1.

In case of Fire 2, both solutions choose the same Andong aviation station, which is
located nearest to the fire (35 km) (Figure 12). Although the helicopter types are
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different in the two solutions, both solutions result in the same suppression time (40
min) and burn perimeter (112 m). The model solution dispatches one extra-large-sized
helicopter instead of two large-sized helicopters in the manual solution. The model
solution reduces the total operating costs by USD 350 compared to the manual decision.

Figure 12. Comparison of dispatch results between the manual and optimization model
solutions for Study Fire 2.

The manual solution dispatches two large-sized helicopters from Yeongam (157
km) the furthest among the three nearest stations, and the simulation results show that
the fire is not contained within the 6-hour suppression window (Figure 13). The manual
solution decide to select Yeongam aviation station because there was less occurrence
of forest fires in the Yeongam jurisdiction. The model solution dispatches one extralarge-sized helicopter from Iksan and one medium-sized helicopters from Hamyang.
With these two helicopters, the model solution is able to suppress the fire in 50 minutes
at the total operating costs of USD 3,475.
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Figure 13. Comparison of dispatch results between the manual and optimization model
solutions for Study Fire 3.

In the case of Fire 4, both solutions choose the same Jincheon aviation station,
which is closest to the fire with a distance of 31 kilometers (Figure 14). The model
solution contains the fire in 40 minutes using one extra-large-sized helicopter. In
contrast, the manual decision dispatches two large-sized helicopters, but are not able to
contain the fire in 6 hours.
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Figure 14. Comparison of dispatch results between the manual and optimization model
solutions for Study Fire 4.

The model solution dispatches one large-sized and two medium-sized helicopters
to Fire 5 from Seoul station (Figure 15), whereas the manual solution dispatches two
large-sized helicopters from Seoul and one extra-large sized helicopter from Jincheon.
Seoul and Jincheon aviation stations are 113 and 189 kilometers away from the fire,
respectively. The manual solution uses an extra-large sized helicopter despite the long
flight distance. The simulation results show the model solution is more effective in
terms of suppression time and burn perimeter, and also more efficient. The model
solution is able to substantially reduce the operating costs by USD 8,201 (62%)
compared to the manual decision.
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Figure 15. Comparison of dispatch results between the manual and optimization model
solutions for Study Fire 5.

Compared to the manual solutions developed by the KFS, our optimization model
solutions show more effective and efficient helicopter dispatch solutions in general.
The feedbacks from the KFS after reviewing our model solutions reveal that there are
other considerations the agency takes into account in decision-making. For example,
the agency tends to reserve helicopters for the districts with high frequent forest fires.
Therefore, although there are no current fires in such districts, they do not normally
dispatch the helicopters to other districts. Likewise, the agency tends to reserve the
extra-large helicopters for extreme, large fires. The agency also tends to dispatch more
large-sized helicopters than the other types. This is because of the current preference
of the KFS pilots as most pilots were trained for large-sized helicopters.
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3.3 Effects of the weights (Wq) between operating costs and burn perimeters
Wq, the weight between operating costs and burn perimeters in the objective
function significantly influenced the optimal solution, especially when it became close
toward the end of its possible range (i.e., Wq = 0 or 1). Table 7 presents how the optimal
solution changes with the value of Wq increasing from 0 to 1 at an increment of 0.1. Qc
is the total helicopter operating costs in USD. Qb is the resulting total burn perimeters
from all fires.
When Wq is 0, the optimization problem becomes a cost minimization only problem
with no consideration of fire damage. Obviously, this case results in no suppression
effort (no helicopter dispatch) and thus the worst fire damage case with the total burn
perimeters of 99,209 meters. On the other hand, when Wq is 1, a reduction of burn
perimeters becomes the highest priority regardless of operating costs, resulting in
dispatch of all 45 helicopters at significantly high operating costs of USD 956,966.
As Wq increases from 0, helicopters start being dispatched. When Wq becomes 0.1,
one helicopter is dispatched to suppress Fire 2 at the costs of USD 2,316. A total of
four helicopters are dispatched when Wq increases to 0.2. The values of Wq between 0.3
and 0.5 result in the same solution showing no effects of Wq on the discrete optimal
solution. All five fires are suppressed with 13 helicopters at the total costs of USD
20,683 leaving the total burn perimeters of 1,261 meters. Fires 1, 2 and 4 are contained
first in 40 minutes, followed by Fire 3 (50 min) and Fire 5 (70 min). The optimization
model solutions start changing again when Wq increases to 0.6. Both cases of Wq = 0.6
and 0.7, two more helicopters are dispatched to contain Fire 3 10 minutes quicker,
resulting in a substantial decrease (40%) in the burn perimeter at the expense of only
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USD 104 larger operating costs. When Wq is 0.8 or 0.9, the total cost increases to USD
21,315, and one more helicopter is dispatched to Fire 5 to reduce its suppression time
to 60 minutes. When Wq becomes 1.0, no operating costs are considered in the objective
function resulting in all helicopters being used. However, no solution improvement
occurs, indicating the upper bound of the solution space is found when Wq = 0.8.

Table 7 The optimal solutions generated across a range of Wq between 0 and 1 with an
increment of 0.1.
Fire 1
Wq1

Qc2

Fire 2

Fire 3

Fire 4

Fire 5

Qb3

N
Q14

T15

Q2

T2

Q3

T3

Q4

T4

Q5

T5

0

0

99,209

25,901

>360

23,780

>360

15,492

>360

16,294

>360

18,402

>360

0

0.1

2,316

76,202

25,901

>360

112

40

15,492

>360

16,294

>360

18,402

>360

1

0.2

8,020

44,809

25,901

>360

112

40

262

50

132

40

18,402

>360

4

0.3

20,683

1,261

227

40

112

40

262

50

132

40

529

70

13

0.4

20,683

1,261

227

40

112

40

262

50

132

40

529

70

13

0.5

20,683

1,261

227

40

112

40

262

50

132

40

529

70

13

0.6

20,812

1,157

227

40

112

40

158

40

132

40

529

70

15

0.7

20,812

1,157

227

40

112

40

158

40

132

40

529

70

15

0.8

21,315

1,004

227

40

112

40

158

40

132

40

375

60

16

0.9

21,315

1,004

227

40

112

40

158

40

132

40

375

60

16

1

956,966

1,004

227

40

112

40

158

40

132

40

375

60
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Wq: Weight between cost and burn perimeter objectives, 0 ≤ Wq ≤ 1
Qc: Total helicopter operating costs for all study fires (USD)
3
Qb: Total burn parameters from all study fires (m)
4
Q1 – Q5: Burn parameter of each study fire (m)
5
T1 – T5: Suppression time for each study fire (min)
6
N: Number of helicopters dispatched for all study fires
1
2
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3.4 Effects of the weights (Wf) on fires

The optimal solutions show that more helicopters are dispatched to high priority
fires as the weight (Wf) changes on individual fires (Tables 8 and 9). Fire 3 has the
largest proportion of high vulnerability class areas, therefore it has the highest priority
among the five study fires in Scenarios 2, 3, and 4. In Scenario 1 where all study fires
have equal weight, Fire 3 receives one extra large-sized helicopter and one mediumsized helicopter (Table 8). In Scenarios 2, 3, and 4, however, a total of four helicopters
are dispatched to Fire 3, resulting in the suppression time of 40 minutes, which is the
shortest possible suppression time for Fire 3 (Table 9).
Compared to Scenarios 2 and 3, Scenario 4 sends one additional large-sized
helicopter to Fire 5 to reduce its suppression time to 60 minutes while it causes no
changes to the other fires. The relative priority among the fires remain the same in
Scenarios 2 through 4, but only Scenario 4 resulted in a different dispatch solution for
Fire 5. This is because the higher weights given to fires in Scenario 4 become large
enough to affect the contribution of the burn perimeters relative to the operating costs
in the objective function of the ILP model. As a result, Fire 5 is able to receive an
additional helicopter in order to reduce its burn perimeter and suppression time (Table
9).
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Table 8. Optimal solutions of each fire weight scenario showing the number and type
of helicopters dispatched to each study fire.
Scenario

1

2

3

4

Helicopter
Type
Extra-large
Large
Medium
Total
Extra-large
Large
Medium
Total
Extra-large
Large
Medium
Total
Extra-large
sized
Large-sized
Medium-sized
Total

Fire 1

Fire 2

Fire 3

Fire 4

1

1

1

5
1
6
5
1
6
5
1
6

1
2

1
1

2
2
4

1
1

2
2
4

1
1

5
1
6

1
1

1
1

1

Fire 5
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1
2
2
4

1

1

Total
3
6
4
13
2
8
5
15
2
8
5
15
2

2
2
4

9
5
16

Table 9. Optimal solutions of each fire weight scenario showing operating costs, burn
perimeters and suppression times.
Fire 1
Q13
T14
1
20,683
1,261
227
40
2
20,812
1,157
227
40
3
20,812
1,157
227
40
4
21,315
1,004
227
40
1
Qc: Total helicopter operation costs (USD)
3
Q1 – Q5: Burn perimeter of each fire (m)
Scenario

Q c1

Fire 2
Fire 3
Fire 4
Fire 5
Q2
T2
Q3
T4
Q4
T4
Q5
T5
112 40
262
50
132 40 529 70
112 40
159
40
132 40 529 70
112 40
159
40
132 40 529 70
112 40
159
40
132 40 375 60
2
Qb: Total burn perimeters (m)
4
T1 – T5: Suppression time of each fire (min)

Qb2

3.5 Effects of delay on helicopter dispatch

Our simulation results of helicopter dispatch delay are noteworthy, highlighting the
importance of quick initial attack on fire suppression (Parks 1964). The 10-minute
delay results in a 49% increase in operating costs and a 77% increase in burn perimeters
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(Figure 16). In addition, the suppression time increases by 20, 10, 20, 10, 10 minutes
for Fires 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. When dispatch is delayed for 20 minutes, the
total costs increase by 110% and the total burn perimeters increase by 153%. Seven
more helicopters have to be added to suppress the fires with substantially large amount
of suppression times required for fire containment (Figure 16).

(a) Helicopter operating costs (USD)

(b) Total burn perimeters (m)
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(c) Total number of helicopters dispatched
Figure 16. Simulation results of helicopter dispatch delay showing larger increases in
the total helicopter operating costs (a), the total burn perimeters (b), and the total
number of helicopters (c) required for fire containment.

4 Discussion
Decision framework and optimization modeling for helicopter dispatch decisions
Fire suppression planning and resource allocation are critical for reducing fire
damage, yet decisions on resource dispatch heavily rely on personal experience and
subjective judgment in many countries. Decision-making on resource dispatch can be
an extremely challenging task especially when decisions must be made rapidly for
multiple fires needing of limited resources simultaneously. Science-based data and
information can guide decision-making and help improve the overall effectiveness and
efficiency of forest fire fighting.
We developed a decision framework laying out the process from information
gathering to solution development for real-time helicopter dispatch decision-making.
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The discrete optimization model was developed to produce optimal dispatch solutions
based on costs and burn perimeters.
In order to evaluate the performance of our optimization model, we applied the
model to five study fires with varying weights on each objective as well as on individual
fires. We found that this iterative solution process was able to provide not only diverse
solution options for the decision-maker but also insights that could be useful to
decision-makers. Changing weights between two objectives (i.e., operating costs and
burn perimeters) provides various suppression scenarios including extreme cases from
no action to complete exhaustion of resources. The extreme cases can especially
describe the bounds of decision space and show where the selected decision lies in the
decision space.
We demonstrated a prioritization method for individual fires using the governmentdeveloped fire vulnerability map, while the prioritization can be done based on any
appropriate information available for fires, the areas involved, or any social and
economic considerations. Although it is common to prioritize the fires near residential
areas or communities for suppression, the movement of suppression resources across
provinces and districts can be difficult and may require strong justifications. Our
optimization model can at least provide a tool to analyze the effects of fire prioritization
and the use of additional resources from other districts when needed. This can be used
to facilitate communication among the local governments involved and build consensus
for effective resource allocation decisions.
Our analysis of the effects of delay clearly shows the importance of rapid initial
attack in fire suppression. An instant synthesis of available information and generation
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of effective decisions is the key to successful fire suppression for the minimum damage
at the minimum suppression costs.
Coupled with the iterative solution process, our optimization model can rapidly
analyze various fire suppression scenarios and provide helicopter dispatch solutions.
This can provide science-based information and tools for decision-makers to better
understand fire situations, evaluate alternatives, and develop effective and efficient
suppression decisions.

Current limitations of the optimization model and future improvements

The model solutions specify the allocation of helicopters to each fire and estimate
the consequences of the solution in terms of burn perimeter, suppression time, and
operating costs. However, the resulting burn perimeter does not represent the actual
burn area, but it is the simulated fire perimeter at the time when the rate of suppression
exceeds the fire growth rate. If the suppression rate exceeds the fire growth rate, the
model assumes the fire is already contained, and thus any possible subsequent activities
of helicopters are not reflected on the costs and suppression time.
In addition, the optimization model solution is driven by the given objective
function, and the model does not consider any other social and political factors or fire
probabilities in each district that are not included in the objective function or constraints
but might influence helicopter dispatch decisions. For this reason, the model solutions
should be reviewed by the experts and used only as a decision aid to assist the decisionmaker in making his or her decisions.
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The solution quality depends on the quality of the input data. Fire simulation data
contains many uncertainties due to the unpredictable nature of forest fires. We used a
forest fire spread simulation tool developed by Korea Forest Service in this study, and
the tool uses fixed weather data (e.g., wind speed and direction) only at a given point
of time. This limits the accuracy of simulation because weather conditions and fireatmosphere interactions dynamically change through time (Coen 2018). The dynamic
change of fire spread over time with and without suppression is not currently reflected
in the simulation results. The efficacy of helicopters on fire suppression is another area
where accuracy is limited. The effectiveness of suppression may vary widely
depending on weather, terrain, and pilot experience. The potential time- and sitespecific variations are not currently available and thus not supported in our model. In
addition, the current 10-minute round-up time periods used in the optimization model
may not allow capturing small time differences less than 10 minutes. Future
enhancements to the model should include precision improvement of the time unit.
More accurate simulation of fire spread with dynamic weather conditions and the
ability to estimate time and site-specific effects of suppression using helicopter will
help improve the solution quality of the optimization model. These improvements can
be made through research and development on fire behavior modeling and suppression
efficacy. Machine learning techniques can be an option to analyze historical data of
fires, suppression activities and their consequences, and use them to better predict fire
behavior (Lattimer et al. 2020) and suppression efficacy or develop prioritization
schemes for suppression solutions.
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5 Conclusion
This study developed a decision framework including a discrete optimization model
for real-time helicopter dispatch solutions for forest fire suppression. The model is
designed to provide an analytical tool for the rapid evaluation of fire situation and
suppression effects and generate various solution options. The model is intended to
assist decision-makers in determining suppression objectives, prioritizing resource
allocations, and developing effective and efficient fire suppression solutions.
This study has significance in the following aspects.
1. We developed a conceptual decision framework that lays out the process of
information gathering, prioritization, and problem-solving for rapid, real-time
decision-making on the allocation of fire suppression resources. Although the
framework was demonstrated in this study through the helicopter dispatch problems
only, the concept of the framework is applicable to the allocation of any fire
suppression resources, such as ground equipment and personnel, with appropriate
modeling of safety and efficacy.
2. We compared the optimization model solutions with the manual solutions
obtained from the Korea Forest Service for model validation purposes. Our model
solutions are deemed reasonable and acceptable.
3. The ability of the optimization model to produce a wide range of solution options
can be useful to decision-makers as it can provide insights about the solution bounds
and the effects of prioritization among objectives and individual fires.
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4. We demonstrated the importance of initial attack on fires. Our simulation results
show that even only a 10-minute delay in helicopter dispatch could result in
substantially larger costs and damage. This highlights the fact that rapid decisionmaking on resource dispatch is essential to effective and efficient firefighting.

The purpose of the decision model developed in this study is not to make resource
allocation decisions, but to assist decision-makers by supporting their judgement for
better and informed decisions. Despite the current limitations, our study contributes to
the ongoing effort by the Korea Forest Service to incorporate science-based knowledge
and information into fire management and suppression planning. Further research is
certainly warranted to improve the accuracy and capability of quantitative evaluation
of fire spread and the effectiveness of fire suppression.
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